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ABSTRACT
Gut microbiome dysbiosis has been associated with a number of central nervous system disorders such as autism spectrum disorder (ASD). With animal models and human Fecal Microbiota Transplant trials suggesting causal relationships, the impact of intestinal microbial metabolism on the gut-brain axis is 
gaining increased attention for drug discovery purposes. Small molecules produced or converted by the intestinal microbes are of particular interest as they could not only act locally in the intestine but also have the potential to pass the gut barrier and further the blood-brain barrier to directly modulate brain 
activity related to the disease phenotype. In this study, we applied a novel strategy, Multi-Technology Meta-Analysis (MTMA) to identify ASD-associated metabolites for drug development by combining both in silico prediction and empirical metabolite measurement data followed by meta-analysis using 11 ASD 
cohorts including 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing and shotgun metagenomics. The cohorts include the M3 consortium (Metabolite, Microbiome and the Mind), with ASD and neurotypical siblings from >100 families. These multiple cohorts originate from North America, Asia and Europe, and consist of 704 and 
638 biospecimen from ASD and their age- and/or sex-matched neurotypical subjects (age range: 2-17 yrs, male:female = 991:341). In silico metabolome prediction was performed using the microbiome sequencing data of the fecal samples from these subjects. Both a reference-based, gene-to-metabolite 
prediction strategy, and a machine-learning based strategy using a newly trained model were employed for prediction. The resulting predictions for the metabolome, as well as the observed measured metabolome data, were analyzed to identify differential microbial metabolites associated with ASD followed by 
meta-analysis. As a result of MTMA, several metabolites within the bile acids, vitamin B6 and purine metabolic pathways were identified as concordantly decreased in ASD across cohorts, which opens up novel therapeutic strategies. We also performed in silico prediction to evaluate whether those metabolites 
pass blood brain barrier. By applying advanced prediction algorithms and meta-analysis to a large set of microbiome sequencing data generated by multiple technologies in addition to available measured metabolome data in the public domain, this novel strategy could facilitate the identification of metabolites 
with therapeutic potential, accelerate the drug discovery process and easily be translated to other disease areas of interest.

Pipeline overview Eleven ASD cohorts with 16 datasets were included in MTMA
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Metabolome 
source PubMed ID Dataset ID Microbiome/Metabolome 

Tech

Predicted

23844187 DS1 16S NGS* (454)

29274915 DS2 16S NGS (454)

28122648/30967657 DS3 16S NGS (Illumina)

31026579 DS4 16S NGS  (Illumina)

26427004 DS5 16S NGS (Illumina)

28222761 DS6 16S NGS (454)

30619212 DS7 16S NGS (Illumina)

30701194 DS8 MTG*

29564487 DS9 16S NGS (Illumina)

32213246 DS10 MTG

31916894 DS11 16S NGS (Illumina)

M3 consortium DS12 16S NGS (Illumina)

M3 consortium DS13 MTG

M3 consortium DS14 MTT*

Measured
29274915 DS15 NMR*

M3 consortium DS16 LC-MS*

MTMA identified metabolites concordantly depleted in ASD from multiple cohorts Blood-Brain Barrier (BBB) permeability prediction further aids candidate selection

● Total 18 metabolites depleted in ASD were identified by MTMA Metabolites involved in Purine metabolism 
pathway & Vitamin B6 metabolism pathway

Metabolites involved in Bile acid 
metabolism pathway

● Purine metabolism pathway abnormality is 
reported in ASD patients based on urinary 
metabolomics, interpreted as part of a “cell 
danger metabolic response”.

● Vitamin B6 metabolism pathway plays an 
important role in a number of biological 
processes, such as neurotransmitter synthesis, 
histamine synthesis etc.

● Bile acid metabolism pathway - associated 
metabolites changed in ASD rodent model 
(Golubeva et al., 2017, EBioMedicine) and some 
were shown to improve ASD symptoms (Sharon 
et al., Cell, 2019)

● Three prediction models (PreADMET, Schrodinger and pkCSM) were applied (Pires et al., J Med Chem, 2015) to 18 MTMA 
identified metabolites and two metabolites were successfully predicted

● One metabolite (Metabolite E with predicted value >0.3) is predicted to have high absorption to the brain through BBB 

Conclusions & Future Work

mimosa: Reference-based prediction method
melonnpan_b: Machine-learning-based prediction using BioCyc as the mapping reference 
melonnpan_k: Machine-learning-based prediction using KEGG as the mapping reference
measured: Measured metabolome 

Nominated metabolites 
from gut microbes

★ Serving as important messengers to the host, microbial derived small molecules comprise a new territory of drug discovery 
and development. 

★ By leveraging the massive amount of microbiome sequencing data deposited publicly (>1000 biosamples in this current 
study) and computing power on metabolite prediction, MTMA successfully identified 18 metabolites concordantly enriched 
in NT compared to ASD, several of which are involved in essential biological pathways related to ASD. 

★ The MTMA pipeline provides a novel and relatively reliable way for small molecule drug discovery. It could be readily 
applied to other disease areas of interest, such as metabolic diseases, inflammatory bowel disease etc. 

Across 3 continents, 5 countries Age range: 2-17 yrs

Control : Case = 638 : 704 Male: Female = 991 : 341

https://www.ninds.nih.gov/Disorders/patient-Caregiver-Education/K
now-Your-Brain

Brain
BBB prediction

*16S NGS: 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing; *MTG: metagenomics; *MTT: metatranscriptomics
*NMR: Nuclear magnetic resonance; *LC-MS: Liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry
 

Metabolite E Metabolite F

(log(bb value) <0.3)

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-019-10927-1#auth-2

